Scolmore’s Definity is
‘Bella’ for Cyprus Hotel

A refurbishment project at the Pia Bella
Prestige Hotel and Casino in Northern
Cyprus is now complete with all 54 of the
guest bedrooms fitted out with products
from Scolmore’s Definity screwless wiring
accessories range.
Definity products, in a matt black finish,
were chosen for their smooth clean lines to
provide a sleek and contemporary look in
keeping with the overall style of the hotel’s
interior. All light switches and sockets in
each room now feature Definity, with the
1-gang USB charger from the same range
installed by each bedside.
The Definity wiring accessory range has
evolved from Scolmore’s well established
Define flat plate accessory range and
features all of the same attributes including
modular switching but without the visible
fixing screws. Definity goes one stage
further by incorporating screwless, pushfit face plates in six assorted finishes. The
face plates are supplied independently
of the electrical inserts which means

that the initial installation of the product
can be carried out and any subsequent
maintenance or decoration completed
before the final selection and fixing of the
face plate. For the installer, this means a
greater degree of flexibility.
The products were specified and supplied
by Scolmore customer, Ozerk Company
Ltd, based in Nicosia, Cyprus. Managing
Director, Yusuf Ozturk, commented: “We
have been working with Scolmore since
2014 when we were introduced at an
exhibition and have developed a really
good working relationship. The service
they provide is excellent and the extensive
range of products means there is always
a great choice, no matter which type of
project we are working on.
“The Definity range in matt black
was absolutely perfect for the hotel, not
just because it works so well with the
interior décor, but the screwless finish
makes it so much more flexible for
installation purposes.”
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